MARCH2018 BOOSTER MEETING MINUTES
Meeting began at 6:40
Reviewed Old Business
Tall Cop is set for 1/30/19 $3500 was the granted amount actual cost will be $5000.
Officer Moreland is going to work with law enforcement agencies to make up the gap
Community survey would be the 29th and discussion would be the 30th.
Holly mentioned she would like to see any students get an opportunity to see the
presentation as well. Emily wants to make sure the community is aware of the
investment
Don Reminded this is not a booster function, school will be running the event and
handling the promotion and arrangements. Lisa Joyce offered to bridge any gap that is
needed financially to ensure this event takes place. Thank you Lisa!
Ski Team Presentation – Morgan Hartnell, last year had 7 athletes. This year they are at
12. The athletes showed us some of the tools they use that were purchased by the
boosters. Last year Morgan set out to find a team and Tigard took her on and they had a
team using Tigard, Newberg and Tualatin(TNT). The team goes to the mountain on
Friday and stays there to prep their equipment. Saturday Races. It is currently
recognized as a club and not a sport as it is not OSAA. There is not currently a
snowboard club in Newberg. In discussing fundraising, any funds raised stay in Newberg
acct. Some things are done collectively as a team(TNT) and then Newberg is billed their
portion. When asked if changing leagues would affect them, she did not believe so. They
are in the Metro League and Tigard and Tualatin were in that league before. Looking to
venture to middle school is in the works.
Athlete of the Month Josie Duey and Simon Luedtke
Committee updates:
Batting cage – Don gave an update, things getting near the end and will likely need $50$70k for the next one. We have time now that the first one has been built.
Auction Update – Jen raved and raved. Raised about $55k for the event gross
Holly and Emily presented a new project idea to have a parent sponsor a classroom or a
teacher for next year. Jen offered to put the word out to look for a volunteer to head
that project up. It would really be a sign up type project.
STEM update – they are in the off season right now. A group of students remodeled the
shop and are inspecting the in stock items and doing an inventory. Scholarship is not yet
out.

Performing Arts – this is Crazy time! Addams family Reboot is this weekend the 23rd and
24th and then the State Thespian conference, then Disneyland and the Shakespeare play
The Tempist 19-21 and 26-28. Orchestra and Wind and Band are entering their
competition seasons as well.
Emily had another idea to launch the 8th Grade Connection Day – a social for 8th graders
to come in and tour and meet the staff, admin and school leaders to learn about all the
resources available to them. There was no one currently at the meeting that could take
that project on, but encouraged to work with the staff and admin as they do have some
similar program.
Meeting Adjourned 8:24

